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HUBLOT “OFFICIAL TIMEKEEPER” &
“OFFICIAL UMPIRE” OF AUDI POLO CUP
Italy, Cortina d'Ampezzo - This year a breathtaking hosted the Cortina Winter Polo. The
spectacular equestrian discipline originated in Asia over two thousand years ago and already
an experience in itself, found in this white paradise for over twenty years an ideal stage. In a
happy marriage between sport and glamour, the Cortina Winter Polo - Audi Gold Cup was
staged in the canonical date of the end of February from Sunday 17 to Saturday 23.
Hublot is the Official TimeKeeper and the Official Umpire of this first stage of the tournament,
which sees the circus move the pole for the second leg in Rome and a third in Milan. Two
large towers loomed on either side of the playing field, where two Hublot watches gave the
time to all guests of the tournament.
Rain of applause, as ritual of champagne for John Taylor Monte Carlo Polo Team that won
the 24th edition of the Cortina Winter Polo. In the field of Fiames, at the foot of the imposing
Mount Pomagagnon, beat in the final yesterday (10 - 6.5), the Audi team. Rommy Gianni
Luca D'Orazio and Argentine Dario Musso, the hard core of the team that won this year saw
the field even Argentina's Juan Cruz Greguoli, are confirmed as the biggest winners of the
tournament Ampezzo of snow each with six hits. Dario Musso for the title of "top scorer" with
20 centers. The match for third place went to the team U.S. Polo Assn. that cleared 8-4 the
Hotel de la Poste. Uncertain weather but Polo Village full of guests and good turnout in the
parterre.
Special prizes were awarded to the best horse Turron (male 9 year old Audi team, owned by
Fabio Acampora) awarded by Hublot.
Then drops the curtain on the first act of the Audi Polo Gold Cup Circuit in June (25-29) will
make its way to the capital, in the historic home of the Roma Polo Club, the Rome Summer
Polo.
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